
Viewfinder
June 2022

Intro:

Welcome to the June edition of Viewfinder, the final monthly journal of photography for and by members
of HHPS for the 2021-22 season.  The May edition included a selection of the judges’ top photo choices
from the People Competition and the fourth D.P.I. League Competition.  There was also an article from
John Humphrey -  an  introduction  to  the production  of  creative  photographs.   Thank you to  all  the
members who contributed to that edition, and also to those who gave email feedback.  Thanks again to
all members who contributed their photos, snippets and articles throughout the season.

This edition includes the judge’s top sets of photos from the Triple Format Competition, and also a
selection of the judge’s high scoring images from the fourth and final round of the Monochrome Prints
League Competition.  Emyr Williams has provided us with an article about some of the hidden treasures of
Hemel, from his tour of the Old Town on the 13th of June.  As usual there are also various news items and
announcements, together with the recent competition results.  

Content from any member for future editions is always welcomed, whether short, helpful, interesting
snippets, or longer articles of one or more A4 pages, and they can be about any photographic topic.  It is
always a pleasure to include a variety of contributions.

Philip Byford (Editor)

News & Info:

Meetings:

The Coronavirus appears to be under control but it has not gone away.  Although we hope that we will be
able to use the Salvation Army Hall for the majority of our meetings next season (see the programme), it
is still possible for circumstances to change such that some events planned at the hall might have to be
changed to Zoom meetings at short notice.  

Consequently, in addition to noting the Zoom meetings already in the programme for the season, also
keep a regular lookout for further announcements, which are usually posted on the web site and sent via
email, either for confirmation of the programme event or for a notice of a change of location. 

June Meetings -  

The first meeting was the final round of the Mono Prints League Competition of the season, which took
place in the Salvation Army Hall.  This round required only up to two images per entrant, and 11 members
entered 22 images for the judge, Amanda Wright, to view and assess.  Her critique was informative,
engaging and constructive; she marked the prints in the range from 15 to 20 and, after holding a large
number of them for a second viewing, she awarded four 19s and three 20s.  The results are summarised
on page 15. 
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During previous seasons, Emyr Williams has led guided walking tours of sites in Berkhamsted, which those
members attending found interesting, informative and enjoyable, as well as giving many opportunities for
photography.  This time, during the second meeting of June, his fascinating tour encompassed some of
the Hidden Treasures of Old Hemel.   As usual, the tour ended with liquid refreshment and a good chat in
the local hostelries!  He has written about this tour in an illustrated article which you can read on pages
13 and 14.

The  third  meeting  was  our  Annual  Awards  Commentary given  by  the  judge,  Steven  Galvin.   Each
participating member was permitted to enter up to five images in each of the disciplines of Digital
Projected Images (D.P.I.s), Colour Prints and Monochrome Prints, so it was a mammoth task before the
meeting for the judge to view and assess all the entries and also to decide on which were to be given
awards.  On the evening, Steven related his comments about every one of the 170 images and gave their
scores  which  ranged  from  13  to  20.   Those  images  which  impressed  him  to  gain  the  awards  are
summarised on pages 16 and 17.

The final meeting of the season on the 27th of June was our Annual General Meeting, at which the main
agenda  item  was  the  election  of  the  new  committee  for  the  2022-23  season.  (See  the  ‘From  the
Chairman’ section on the next page).

- - - - - - - - -

We owe our gratitude to Rob Harley who, in addition to all the work necessarily involved in being the
Society  Chairman,  organised  all  the  D.P.I.  League  Competitions,  non-league  competitions  involving
projected images, and also the Annual Awards Competition.  A big ‘Thank You’, Rob.

 
- - - - - - - - -

Reminders:

16th of July: A Saturday canal walk with Ully Jorimann and Lai Chan.

19th of July: A Tuesday evening presentation by Andy Sands at the Slip End Club.

29th of August: Submit up to three D.P.I.s for the summer challenge – Summer Holiday images.

5th of September:  The start of the 2022-23 season – meeting in the Salvation Army Hall, to include 
    members’ comments on the Summer Holiday images.

(All the details are in ‘From The Chairman’ below.)

- - - - - - - - -
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From the Chairman, June 2022:

On Monday the 27th of June we held our AGM.  Richard Anthony was there but unfortunately the other
member who has just retired from the committee, Roy Harris was unable to attend.  Both Roy and Richard
have served the committee well for a number of years and have provided great service to the club by
sitting on the committee.  Thanks to you both.

Joining the ten members of the committee who are kindly continuing next season, five new people are
taking on committee roles.  David is amongst these five but is of course a seasoned member of our club.
The other four have all joined in relatively recent times.  Here is the full list of our current committee
members plus our President and our Honorary Auditor:

HHPS President:  Tom Derbyshire

Committee Members for the Season 2022-23:    

Officers

Chairman Rob Harley
Vice Chairman Emyr Williams
Treasurer Brian Howard
Secretary Clare Long
Programme Secretary Peter Cotton
Publicity Secretary Emyr Williams

Associates

Viewfinder editor Philip Byford
Webmaster Brian Burgess
Internal Competition Secretary – Prints Lai Chan
Internal Competition Secretary – P.I. Liz Dunscombe
Projectionist D.P.I.s David Guest
Projectionist Slides John Marshall
Members’ Representative Ully Jorimann
Studio Group Representative John Marshall
Programme Secretary – Assistant Ian Shaw
External Competition Secretary Mike Mitchell
Social Media Sue Case

Honorary Auditor:  Ron Smith

I am grateful to all of the of the people above for supporting the committee.

It is now time for our Summer break, until early September.  In the meantime, however, there are still a
couple of events to enjoy:

    • Saturday 16th of July at 14:00: Ully and Lai’s canal walk.  This is subject to amenable weather (check
the WhatsApp group if the weather looks bad).  Meet in Sainsbury's car park in Apsley, which lets you park
for free for 3 hours.  There are toilets available there (although the café no longer exists).  We will walk
downstream  past  Apsley  Marina.  For  refreshments  afterwards,  there  is  the  Darcy  canal-side
café/restaurant in the Marina.

    • Tuesday 19th of July from 19:30 to 21:30:  a presentation by Andy Sands on “The Small Worlds”.  
(I believe this is about macro photography – see the advert below).

I am greatly looking forward to the excellent programme Peter has produced for next season.  Our first
meeting will be on the 5th of September 2022 in the Salvation Army Hall.  We will start by welcoming
everyone, then present the Annual Awards for 2021/22 and end with a fun competition of your Summer
Holiday images.  
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The rules for the latter are straightforward:

• We will have comments from members (not an external judge)
• The subject is “Summer Holiday” – this should allow most types of images
• Images have to be taken since the AGM, i.e. after the 27th of June 2022
• Up to 3 DPIs may be entered (but we may not have time to discuss 3rd preferences)
• Images may be in Mono or Colour
• Image manipulation (post-processing) is fine
• Normal DPI format: 1600 pixels max width and 1200 pixels max height
• Normal file naming, e.g. 02 Three Little Boats by Sue Case.jpg 
• Register entries by the 29th of August via the website (fallback is to email the images to the 

Internal Competition Secretary for PIs or to myself)

Enjoy your Summer, including through the viewfinders of your cameras.

If  you  have  any  comments  or  ideas  on  any  aspect  of  the  club  please  drop  me  an  email  on
rob.harley64@gmail.com 

Kind regards,
Rob

Advert:
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Images: 

[ Please note:  For a better view of the images in Viewfinder, your PDF Reader software should allow you
to zoom in.  Depending on the size and quality of your screen, the resolution of the images here should
enable you to have a good view when the pages are magnified by at least 3x or 300%. ]

This month’s featured images are the judge’s chosen sets of photos from the Triple Format Competition
and  the  judge’s  high  scoring  images  (19  or  20)  from  the Fourth  Monochrome  Prints  League
Competition.  The text with each mono image is from the notes supplied by the photographer.

Triple Format Sets:

Highly Commended - Linda van Geene:

D.P.I. - Under Spaghetti Junction

     Mono Print – Parked Up

         Colour Print – Into The Centre
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Highly Commended – Clare Long:

D.P.I. - Ground Zero          Mono Print – Standing Tall

         Colour Print – Street Vendor

Third – Richard Anthony:

        D.P.I. - London Office Blocks
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         Mono Print – Seed Pods

        Colour Print - Ostrich

Second – Linda van Geene:

      D.P.I. - Rose In The Rain

  Colour Print – The Musician    Mono Print – Getting The Shot
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First - Rob Harley:

D.P.I. - Office Blocks Mono Print – Clinging On To Hope

     Colour Print – Derbyshire Peak District

- - - - - - - - -
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Images from the Mono League, Round 4:

‘The Stones’ by Linda van Geene:

This image of Stonehenge was captured using
a hand-held Olympus E-M5 Mark III micro 4/3
mirrorless camera, with an  Olympus M 14-
150 mm zoom lens.  The settings were focal
length 14 mm (FF equiv.  28 mm), ISO 200,
1/125s and f/11.

Processing -
Lightroom:  corrected  perspective,  adjusted
highlights and shadows, converted to mono.
Photoshop:  adjusted  the  Levels,  High  Pass
sharpened, and cropped to size.

'Hereford View' by Linda van Geene:

This was taken from the bank of  the River Wye just
downstream from Hereford Old Bridge, again using the 
hand-held Olympus E-M5 Mark III with the Olympus 14-
150 zoom.  The settings were focal length 36 mm (FF
equiv. 72 mm), ISO 200, 1/60s and f/10

And similar processing -
Lightroom: corrected perspective,  adjusted highlights
and shadows, converted to mono. 
Photoshop: adjusted the Levels, High Pass sharpened,
and cropped to size.

‘Power Curves’ by Philip Byford:

This  was  taken  along  one  of  the  narrow  country  lanes  near  the
mainline railway and the Grand Union Canal, just north of Hemel.  I
noticed this interesting structure along the local power lines and shot
the photo in colour, using my Pentax MX-1 compact camera with its
zoom lens at 24 mm (FF equiv.) focal length.  It was a bright sunny
day with a clear blue sky, and the other camera settings in Av-Mode at
f/4 were ISO 200 and 1/2000s.

I  converted  the  image  to  mono  in  Paintshop  Pro,  using  the  red
software filter to darken the blues of the sky.  I added some contrast
and local contrast to emphasise the metal brackets and the power
wires  which  were  reflecting  the  sunlight.   The  image  was  then
reversed left-to-right, as to me this appeared to be a more pleasing
composition by creating S-curves in the wires.
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'Water droplets' by Richard Anthony:

I was sitting in our summerhouse thinking of an image
for  the  up-coming  Monochrome  competition  whilst
looking at the water feature I had recently set up.   I
decided to try to get a water droplet image and made
numerous  attempts  at  getting  a  suitable  shot  but,
viewing  the  images  on  the  computer  confirmed  my
earlier thoughts, I had not succeeded.  A few days later
when lighting conditions were again suitable, i.e. some
sunlight, I had a further attempt.  I used my Sony Alpha
65 SLT camera, mounted on a tripod, and fitted with a
Tamron 90 mm macro lens.  Again I took a number of
shots  with  various  settings  and  viewpoints/water  flow  combinations,  including  some  when  partially
plugging the water outlet with chewing gum to get droplets rather than a stream!  I used the continuous
shooting low drive mode settling, 3 f.p.s., pressing the shutter when I considered it appropriate.  Camera
was set at ISO 1600, f/3.5 and 1/3200s.  Again viewing the images on the computer showed that they
were not really as sharp as I had hoped for, greater depth of field was called for as droplet impact point
was quite random.   

In Photoshop Elements 2021 I adjusted contrast and exposure
but considered the image not to be of good enough quality to
enter for the competition, so I decided to apply the Solarise
filter and then the Glowing Edges filter.  The image was then
converted to black and white in Lightroom and adjusted get rid
of  some of  the  background  detail.   Though  not  particularly
pleased with the result, I decided to submit it and was very
pleasantly surprised by the score given.  One comment from
the judge was that the application of the filters had degraded
the quality, strange really as the lack of quality was the reason
they were applied!

I have since revisited the subject, applying some of the points I
realised were previously in error, and although again nothing of
note, I have some images that I find quite fascinating. 

‘Structure’ by Rob Harley:

This image was taken in Dubai from the car.  The main
exposure was 1/200, f/9 and ISO 100.  The focal length
was 45 mm on full-frame.

In  Lightroom  I  boosted  Contrast  quite  a  lot.  Then  in
Photoshop, I extended the canvas a bit to the left as I had
cut-off the tip of the curve of the roof.  I then manually
added the missing piece of roof and stretched the bottom
3/4 of the left hand side to be wide enough.  The sky had
no detail at all, so I composited in from a separate image
the curved block-patterned “roof”.  I then did some local
dodging and burning.  Finally I added a black and white
conversion  (which  made  very  little  difference).   After
some deliberation, I left in the balcony in the middle at
the bottom; it is a little busy but it helps connect up the
two halves of the image
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‘Defeated’ by Rob Harley:

This image of Angel was taken at Big Shot Studio.  The exposure was studio flash (with shutter at camera
sync speed of 1/200s), at f/8 and ISO 200.  The focal length was 58 mm on a full-frame Canon 5D Mark IV.
Angel has a beautiful look but I asked her to sit on the wooden floor and act as if defeated and she did a
great job (image above right).

In  Lightroom,  no  adjustments  were  made.  In  Photoshop,  I  cropped  in  and  stretched  the  patterned
background downwards to remove all traces of the white skirting board.  Then I darkened the background
on the left side,  brightened her head and did some more detailed dodging and burning.   The mono
conversion was then done to complete the image.

'Polemonium' by John Humphrey:

The original was taken with an iPhone 13 camera.  The settings are automatic and are not displayed or
controllable, but the metadata shows a focal length of 5.7 mm (77 mm FF equiv.), ISO 50, f/1.5, 1/540s.
The polemonium is a small purple flower and the treatment in Photoshop was to convert to black and
white,  to  add heavy  texturing  using  a  Displacement  Map,  and then  to  restore  some of  the  original
sharpness to the centre of the flowers.  A dark vignette was applied to emphasise the centre of the
image.  
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'Slinky' by John Humphrey: 

This was taken with a Canon EOS 5D Mark II fitted with a 100mm macro lens.  The settings were ISO 200,
f/8, 1/25 sec.  The slinky was photographed on a lightbox before it became irreparably tangled by the
grandchildren!   The  treatment  involved  repeated  application  of  Photoshop’s  Polar  Coordinates  filter,
together with some stretching and distorting,  to produce the dramatic  radial  lines.   The image was
significantly cropped to give a square format and to make use of the most striking part of the resulting
image. 

- - - - - - - - -
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From Emyr Williams:

The Hidden Treasures Tour 

It was a pleasant evening, thank goodness - unlike the biblical deluge we’d
suffered in Berkhamsted in a year gone by - as 14 of us gathered to see and
hear about Old Hemel’s hidden treasures.  Starting at the very end of the
High Street, we began by taking in the two unhidden ones just there - the
1900 A12 plough made at the ironworks at number 25, and the colourful
parish water pump erected in 1848 (Photo 1).

As we moved up and down - and back up again - at that end of the High
Street, we came across all sorts of curiosities, from the small 19th century
‘Right of Pasture’ plaques up to the fancy high guttering marked by both the
initials of who built it and the year, often 1725.  This turned out to be
pretty recent history, with Hemel - or ‘Hamaele’ - being given by King Offa
to the Bishop of London in 705 AD. 

   Photo 1

Many buildings are Tudor, several with added-on Georgian frontages - in fact at the Kings Arms, there’s
still a Tudor balcony (Photo 2) where musicians played to the people in the Market Square at the side of
the tavern!  Henry the Eighth even courted Anne Boleyn here, being a frequent visitor to Hemel where he
was entertained by his auditor, Sir John Waterhouse (thus Waterhouse Street) at his house, The Bury (then
located where the pretty walled gardens and Tower are now.)

Photo 3
         Photo 2

We saw several Tudor aspects as we walked, with many other treasures, old and newer, recalling more
recent history when the ‘old town’ (then the only town) was the thriving commercial and community
centre before the new town was built.  Several members of the group added extra interest through their
own recollections of how things were and the significance of some of the striking buildings we found,
including this Art Nouveau decoration above the doorway to a former bank at the bottom of the High
Street (Photo 3).
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Photo 4 Photo 5

There’s a particularly rich seam of treasure around the Old Town Hall, the Market areas (Photo 4) and the 12th
century St Mary’s Church.  The Corn Exchange was one example (Photo 5), and the church itself another -
(Photos 6 & 7).  The church’s building materials included Roman tiles from their huge settlement at the Galley
Hill/Leighton Buzzard Road roundabout.  That was one treasure we couldn’t see directly (it had the second
biggest Roman bath in Britain - after Bath itself) as it’s been carefully re-covered after its excavation - Steve
told us that it was he who edited the BBC’s film of the dig a few years back!

Photo 7
Photo 6

  
   Photo 8

Back to the High Street and it’s many nooks, crannies and points of interest (Photo 8) and some of the 24
taverns that used to line it, before we ended the tour at two of the four (average age 500 years!) that still
survive - firstly the Kings Arms where we heard about both recent and older ghost sightings.  We then repaired
to the Olde Bell, featuring both the original Tudor entrance and bar area, as well as the original 1703 French
wallpaper from its frontwards extension in the early Georgian era, before finally putting our feet up! 

Emyr
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Results - League Competition 06/06/2022:

Groups – Top placed images:
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Mono Prints
Group C

Name Round 1 Round 2 Round 3 Round 4 Total
BURGESS Brian 16 16 15 16 16 16 16 16 15 142
DUNSCOMBE Liz 17 15 18 50
GUEST David 16 20 15 17 19 87
HUTCHINSON Graham 16 16 16 15 15 17 16 111
LONG Clare 16 14 16 15 15 15 16 15 122
McCRACKEN James 15 14 14 43
MITCHELL Mike 19 16 15 16 16 82
SANDERSON Eleanor 19 15 18 52
SINCLAIR Vicky 18 19 14 51
WINSLOW Paul 17 16 14 16 17 17 16 16 16 145

Group B
Name Round 1 Round 2 Round 3 Round 4 Total
BYFORD Philip 16 19 16 17 14 19 18 17 19 16 171
COTTON Peter 15 18 33
HOWARD Brian 17 15 16 16 13 16 17 19 16 15 160
MARSHALL John 17 16 15 17 17 18 18 20 17 17 172
SHAW Ian 14 13 15 42

Group A
Name Round 1 Round 2 Round 3 Round 4 Total
ANTHONY Richard 17 18 19 15 15 19 16 119
HARLEY Rob 19 17 18 18 18 20 19 19 20 18 186
HUMPHREY John 20 20 20 20 16 20 17 18 20 19 190
VAN GEENE Linda 15 17 17 14 17 19 20 17 20 19 175

Competition Judge Group Position Score Author Title
Amanda Wright C 1 17 Graham Hutchinson Watchdog

2 16 Graham Hutchinson Rugeley Power Station
2 16 Brian Burgess Street Artist
2 16 Clare Long At The Station
2 16 Paul Winslow Under The Arches
2 16 Paul Winslow If You Could Read My Thoughts

B 1 19 Philip Byford Power Curves
2 17 John Marshall High Key
2 17 John Marshall Amaryllis

A 1 20 Linda van Geene Hereford View
1 20 Rob Harley Defeated
1 20 John Humphrey Polemonium

MP 4 
(06/06/22)
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Annual Awards 20/06/2022:
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Colour Prints – General:
Group Image Title Author Award

A New Street Reflections John Humphrey 1
A Blossom John Humphrey 2
A Rhino Richard Anthony 3
A Branching Out John Humphrey HC
B The Musician Linda van Geene 1
B Old Farm Machinery Philip Byford 2
C The Grand Mosque Clare Long 1
C Kylemore David Guest 2
C Punk Drunk Brian Burgess 3
C In A Rush Brian Burgess HC

Mono Prints – General:
Group Image Title Author Award

A River Storm John Humphrey 1
A Peony John Humphrey 2
A Nearly The End Of The Pier Richard Anthony 3
A Seaside Grass John Humphrey HC
A Wheat Swirl John Humphrey HC
B The Eye Of The Dinosaur Philip Byford 1
B Trunk Route To Church Philip Byford 2
B Analogue Teen At The Cafe Philip Byford 3
C Beneath The Surface David Guest 1
C One Man Dot Dot Dot Brian Burgess 2
C All Steam Ahead Brian Burgess 3

D.P.I.s – General:
Group Image Title Author Award

A Marsh Marigold John Humphrey 1
A Small Worlds Rob Harley 2
A Clematis John Humphrey 3
A London Offices Richard Anthony HC
A Water Hyacinth John Humphrey HC
B Beckfords Spiral Ully Jorimann 1
B Floor Board Chicken Peter Cotton 2
B Swearing Allegiance Ian Shaw 3
B Lines And Curves Michael Mitchell HC
C Sprinkler Peter Cotton 1
C Autumn Canal Liz Dunscombe 2
C Cyclist in a Hurry Brian Burgess 3
C Me And My Friend Brian Burgess HC
C Observation Station Liz Dunscombe HC
C Sunlit Church Window Philip Byford C
C Bumping Along Brian Burgess C
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[ C = Commended;  HC = Highly Commended ]
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Landscape – Prints:
Image Title Author Award

Ully Jorimann 1

Écréhous David Guest 2
Getting The Shot Linda van Geene 3

Landscape – D.P.I.s:
Image Title Author Award
Beautiful Beach Miserable Day Peter Cotton 1
The Nettleden Beech Ian Shaw 2
City Impression Rob Harley 3

Natural History:
Image Title Author Award
A Light Lunch Linda van Geene 1
Allium Bud Ian Shaw 2
Am I Safe Linda van Geene 3
Abyssian Banana Plant Richard Anthony HC
Rose Triplets Philip Byford HC
Lilly Brian Howard HC
Last Bloom Michael Mitchell C
A Green Jumpy Thing Peter Cotton C

Studio Images:
Image Title Author Award
Things May Get Better Rob Harley 1
Beauty Will Fade With Time Rob Harley 2
Connection Rob Harley 3
She Will; She Will; Rock You John Marshall HC
Roseanne 3 Brian Howard HC
Enigmatic Rob Harley HC
Budding Ballerinas Brian Howard C
Woman with Isis Wings Rob Harley C
Roseanne 4 Brian Howard C

Figure Studies:
Image Title Author Award
Woman with Isis Wings Rob Harley 1
Leaping For Joy Rob Harley 2
Figure Rob Harley 3

Print of the Year:
Things May Get Better Rob Harley

D.P.I. of the Year:
Marsh Marigold John Humphrey

Look What I found On The Way 
Through The Woods
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P.S.    

Two snippets from Rob Harley – from his notes following the last League Competition of the season,
and the Annual Awards Commentary:

1. Here is some of the detailed best practice that Amanda Wright reinforced during her critique of the
images in the 4th Mono Print Competition:

• A story lifts an image (e.g. In the image where a new phone was being used by one subject, the
other used pen and paper).

• Creativity lifts an image.
• Get the contrast right (e.g. Don’t make them so contrasty that detail is lost in the shadows

and/or highlights);  don’t lose interesting textures.
• Avoid colour casts (Amanda spotted both pink and green casts in mono prints).
• Things that are not in current vogue:  faded shoulders at the bottom of a portrait;  glossy paper.
• Things that are in current vogue:  square or letterbox crop;  white mounts;  matt, lustre or

metallic paper.
• Can be helpful to make an image smaller and make it, for example, square in the upper part of

the overall mount.

2. We thanked Steven Galvin for tackling the significant task of judging our Annual Awards and presenting
the results to us at the HHPS Monday meeting.  This must have taken a lot of time to do – there were 170
images to assess - and despite this he remained upbeat in all prior communications and on the night.  

He told us that he was looking for looking for evidence of creativity, ideally the “Wow Factor!”, backed
up with an absence of technical flaws which cause distractions and hence undermine the Wow Factor.

His comments were encouraging to the authors of the lower scoring entries, not just to the strong images.
He showed insight into how images had been post-processed – for example he spotted when an image had
been inverted and for some he mentioned tone-mapping.

Some of his more detailed useful advice on producing better images included:

• Direct eye contact is very useful in giving connection between the viewer and the subject.
• Flowers can still be good subjects after they are past their best.
• Raindrops on roses (and other plants) are good.
• Rule of odds (normally 3 or 5 things) is worth remembering.
• Ensure using a good range of tones (unless for deliberate special effect).
• Consider using smaller prints within the frame (e.g. 350mm wide) e.g. if there are not enough

pixels to be sharp.
• Consider the use of textured mounts as well as textured paper.

 

Rob
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Colour

A few of the simpler ideas about colour in photography, hopefully presented simply:-

Our visual system (eyes + brain) and our cameras experience colour in photography in two ways -
• when light is emitted by sources of light.
• When light is reflected from surfaces.

Light is emitted by sources such as the sun, stars, lamps and LCD screens, and it is reflected by the
surfaces of materials and objects such as the Moon, planets, scenes around us, and by paintings and
printed images.

The Primary Colours of emitted light are Red, Green and Blue (RGB).  When mixed, the pairs of Primary
Colours make the Secondary Colours:- Yellow (Red + Green), Cyan (Green + Blue) and Magenta (Blue +
Red).  Adding all three emitted Primary Colours together makes White light.  (See below left)

Red         Yellow

Blue Green           Cyan         Magenta

For reflected light we have the opposite set of Primary Colours – Cyan, Magenta and Yellow (CMY) – e.g. as
seen in our printer inks.  We usually view things in white light which is actually a mixture of all colours.  A
Cyan ink (or object) absorbs the Red from white light and reflects the Blue and Green;  Magenta absorbs
Green light and reflects Red and Blue;  Yellow absorbs Blue light  and reflects Red and Green.  The
diagram (above right) shows that mixed pairs of the Primary inks can reflect Red, Green and Blue light.
Adding all three Primary inks together allows no colour to be reflected, so it appears black.

Other colours can be produced by altering the proportions of the colours in the mixtures.  For the emitted
colours  from our  monitor  screens,  this  involves  electronically  changing  the  brightness,  contrast  and
saturation of each of the RGB Primaries.  In making photographic prints with a simple inkjet printer, the
different  reflected  colours  are  produced  by  mixing  different  amounts  of  the  CMY Primary  inks,  and
perhaps also including some BlacK ink – CMYK (K = black because B = Blue).  

Our eyes can detect the three primary colours – RGB – because different cells in the retina at the back of
the eye respond to those three colours.  Our brains perceive other colours as mixtures – e.g. yellow light
stimulates both the red and green receptor cells  and the brain interprets that as yellow.  Different
colours can also be perceived by their relative brightness and contrast – e.g. browns are actually shades
of yellow/orange/red, made darker and/or contrasted against their surroundings.  

Remember the mono checkerboard contrast illusion?  
(Page 19 in the February 2022 Viewfinder).

Here it is in a version with two coloured pieces, to show
that the two circles of the same colour (RGB: 210,135,0)
are actually perceived by our brains as either Orange or
Brown,  depending  on  how  they  contrast  with  their
surroundings:
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White light contains all the colours of the Visible Spectrum – “The Colours of the Rainbow”.  

Objects are illuminated most commonly by white light, and a white surface (e.g. paper) reflects all the
colours in the white light.  As described previously the colour of an object will depend on which colours of
the white light it absorbs and which it reflects.  For example, a leaf will look Green if it reflects Green
light and absorbs the other colours of the Visible Spectrum.

Visible light is a form of radiation.  It forms a very small part of the Electromagnetic Spectrum, which
also contains types of radiation which our eyes cannot detect, such as X-rays, Ultra Violet, Infrared and
Radio.  Each type of Electromagnetic Radiation has its own wavelength, and this applies to each colour of
the Visible Spectrum – each colour has a different wavelength:- 

One of the odd facts, such as those you might perhaps hear on the TV programme QI, is that the pink
colour Magenta does not have a wavelength, so Magenta does not exist as a colour of the Spectrum.  

In the diagram above you can clearly see Secondary Colours between the Primaries - Cyan between Blue
and Green, and Yellow between Green and Red.  However, Magenta isn’t in the diagram - we see Magenta
only as a mixture of Red and Blue, and it doesn’t exist as a Spectrum colour because the Red and the Blue
wavelengths are at the opposite ends of the Visible Spectrum, becoming darker to us as they reach the
Ultra Violet and Infrared regions which our eyes cannot see.  

So even though Magenta appears to be one of the main colours
of  emitted  and  reflected  light,  it  can  only  be  a  perceptual
colour constructed by the brain!  It would appear as though our
remarkable brains manage to turn the Visible Spectrum from a
linear form into a circle, and to “fill the gap” between Blue and
Red with Magenta, completing the familiar Colour Wheel!

Philip
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Contributions:

If you have any stories to share, or any useful hints and tips to pass on to other members, please think of
Viewfinder.  It would be great to have a different member’s article every month.

Perhaps you have an image or a set of images that tells a story, or demonstrates a photographic technique
or the use of a much-loved piece of equipment, or illustrates an interesting place you have visited.  If
there  is  anything  photographic  that  you  would  like  to  describe  or  explain  for  the  members,  please
consider submitting something for inclusion in a future edition.  You need only to supply a text file and
the images, and I will put it all into a suitable format for Viewfinder.

If you have something to contribute, please email using the address in the footer and/or chat with me
about it at a Monday meeting.  Please keep those articles flowing in!  Thank you.

Philip

And finally:  
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